Student review – Emory University- Goizueta Business School

1. How would you compare the studying style at Emory to IDC? (class size?, workload?)
The class size is similar to IDC’s small lecture size, roughly 30-40 people per class (except for first year seminars). Their syllabus look similar to ours as well, so you will get used to them easily. As far as workload, it is heavier than IDC’s, you have weekly assignments, quizzes, mid-terms, and finals (business classes). But it also depends on the level of classes you take (entry level or third/fourth year classes) Attached is syllabus from classes I took in Emory, you can use them as reference.

2. In general, how big is the living cost change from living in Hertzliya?
The housing price is higher than that of Herzliya, you can check the school’s housing website for prices (maybe around $1000/month on campus?) Living off-campus is relatively cheaper. Other living costs are similar.

3. Is there anything you think I need to know before considering Emory?
I would recommend you to figure out the number of credits (business credits/elective credits) you need to finish during your exchange, and consider in advance the classes you are going to take in Emory. You can only add/drop classes in the first two weeks and it could be overwhelming. On the other hand, Emory only gave guidance to our exchange students during orientation week and not so much after, so for having a greater exchange experience you should do more research about Emory’s activates, clubs, resources, etc.

I hope it helps! And I hope you enjoy your exchange next year ☺

Best,
Yueming Pan